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OBJECTIVE: To present initial, short-term results obtained with an image-guided radiosurgery apparatus (CyberKnife; Accuray, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) in a series of 199 benign
intracranial meningiomas.
METHODS: Selection criteria included lesions unsuitable for surgery and/or remnants
after partial surgical removal. All patients were either symptomatic and/or harboring
growing tumors. Ninety-nine tumors involved the cavernous sinus; 28 were in the posterior fossa, petrous bone, or clivus; and 29 were in contact with anterior optic pathways. Twenty-two tumors involved the convexity, and 21 involved the falx or tentorium. One hundred fourteen patients had undergone some kind of surgical removal
before radiosurgery. Tumor volumes varied from 0.1 to 64 mL (mean, 7.5 mL) and radiation doses ranged from 12 to 25 Gy (mean, 18.5 Gy). Treatment isodoses varied from
70 to 90%. In 150 patients with lesions larger than 8 mL and/or with tumors situated close
to critical structures, the dose was delivered in 2 to 5 daily fractions.
RESULTS: The follow-up periods ranged from 1 to 59 months (mean, 30 months; median,
30 months). The tumor volume decreased in 36 patients, was unchanged in 148 patients,
and increased in 7 patients. Three patients underwent repeated radiosurgery, and 4
underwent operations. One hundred fifty-four patients were clinically stable. In 30
patients, a significant improvement of clinical symptoms was obtained. In 7 patients,
neurological deterioration was observed (new cranial deficits in 2, worsened diplopia
in 2, visual field reduction in 2, and worsened headache in 2).
CONCLUSION: The introduction of the CyberKnife extended the indication to 63 patients
(⬎30%) who could not have been treated by single-session radiosurgical techniques.
The procedure proved to be safe. Clinical improvement seems to be more frequently
observed with the CyberKnife than in our previous linear accelerator experience.
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oday, single-session stereotactic focused
irradiation (radiosurgery) represents a
generally accepted treatment alternative
for intracranial meningiomas that are not suitable for surgical removal. Since its introduction
into clinical practice in 1985, the procedure has
proved to be safe and reliable. Reported results,
in terms of clinical stabilization and tumor
growth control, seem to be relatively independent of the machine used (either gamma knife or
modified linear accelerator [LINAC]); many
reports point to 5-year control rates of more
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than 95%, with a low or very low treatmentrelated complication rate. This rate of success
represents the procedure’s “gold standard”
(10–13, 17, 19–23, 26, 27, 31, 32, 40).
Although the procedure has proved to be
effective, some limitations and drawbacks are
still present today. As a common feature of
single-session radiosurgery, large tumors cannot be irradiated, owing to the increased risk
of treatment-related complications. Moreover,
long-lasting tumor control seems to be more
difficult to attain (8, 21).

ABBREVIATIONS: CI, conformality index; CT, computed tomographic; DMAX, maximum dose; DPI, dose at
the prescription isodose; HI, homogeneity index; LINAC, linear accelerator; mCI, modified conformality index;
MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PIV, prescription isodose volume; 3D, 3-dimensional; TV, tumor volume
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The CyberKnife (Accuray, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) is a dedicated
radiosurgery apparatus using a radiation source (a 6-MV LINAC)
mounted on a frameless, image-guided, computer-operated robot
(1, 2, 4, 5, 30). We thought that this apparatus could afford significant improvements in the procedure, and we used it in meningioma radiosurgery. The aim of this article is to describe the
results obtained with the CyberKnife in intracranial meningioma
radiosurgery and to discuss possible advantages connected to
the peculiar features of this robotic radiosurgery system.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
From January 2003 to December 31, 2007, 218 patients affected by
extracerebral tumors of meningeal origin were treated in our center.
This report deals with 199 patients affected by intracranial benign
meningiomas that were deemed to be World Health Organization Grade
I (16). Patients with Grade II (atypical) and III (malignant) meningiomas
were excluded. In 85 patients, the diagnoses of benign meningiomas
were based only on imaging appearance and clinical evolution (10, 21).
The intended goals of the treatment were long-term prevention of
tumor growth, maintenance of patient function and quality of life, and
prevention of new neurological deficits (19, 22). Entry criteria for treatment were lesions unsuitable for surgery and/or remnants after partial
surgical removal. All patients were either symptomatic and/or harboring growing tumors. Radiosurgery was offered to patients who
refused open surgery (if feasible) and who asked for a less invasive
treatment procedure.
Radiosurgery was considered contraindicated in the presence of cerebral edema with significant mass effect and/or acute symptomatic compression of brainstem or optic pathways. For these patients, microsurgical decompression or removal was strongly suggested. Radiosurgical
treatment was also considered futile in patients with long-lasting stable
disease without any sign of clinical or radiological progression.
Treatment planning was performed on contrast-enhanced magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) fused to the computed tomographic (CT) scan.
Automatic target delineation was routinely used, whereas automatic
delineation of critical structures (motor cortex and language areas) was
used in 5 critically located meningiomas. In meningioma radiosurgery,
the definition of target outline and nearby critical structures requires
contrast-enhanced MRI; this imaging modality was routinely used
except in patients with claustrophobia or other contraindications to the
exposure of magnetic fields or gadolinium. Contrast-enhanced MRI is
coregistered to the CT scan used for image guidance, and it is used for
treatment planning with an original procedure that allows the evaluation of coregistration accuracy. The procedure was developed for using
3-dimensional (3D) rotational angiography in arteriovenous malformation radiosurgery (39). It can also be used for other pathologies, allowing fusion between different types of 3D imaging modalities, such as
MRI, CT-positron emission tomography, and functional MRI (38).
Once registered data sets have been imported into the CyberKnife
treatment planning system, automatic delineation of the tumor contour
can be performed, slice by slice, on axial sections of MRI scans and/or
contrast-enhanced CT scans, using an automatic contouring tool with
an appropriate threshold on voxel values that immediately delineate
the target boundaries and reconstruct the tumor volume in 3D space.
The same image registration procedure can be used for implementing
functional MRI in treatment planning and for automatic contouring of
critical regions (motor strip, language cortical areas, and so forth).
The radiation dose to be delivered to the target volume and dose limits to critical structures are then decided, according to general radiosurgery experience. The optimal collimator dimension is selected accord-
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ing to the volume and shape of the target, usually depending mainly on
the minimum target cross sectional dimension. Finally, an inverse planning optimization procedure can be started. The CyberKnife G3 robotic
arm can move the LINAC to 100 fixed positions (nodes), evenly spaced
in a virtual hemisphere surrounding the target. From each of these
nodes, 12 radiation beams with different angular directions can be used
(a total of 1200 radiation beams). We used this apparatus until August
2007, when we upgraded our system to the G4 level. The CyberKnife G4
has 130 nodes, and the total number of usable beams is increased proportionally. In both apparatuses, inverse treatment planning determines the
radiation dose and the angular direction of each individual radiation
beam that are adequate for satisfying the dose prescriptions (1–5).
Treatment planning is evaluated by standard radiobiological indexes
(29, 35): CI ⫽ TV/TVPIV (where CI is the conformality index, TV is the
tumor volume, and TVPIV is the volume of the target covered by the prescription isodose); mCI ⫽ TV ⫻ PIV/TVPIV2 (where mCI is the modified
conformality index, and PIV is the prescription isodose volume), and
HI ⫽ DMAX/DPI (where HI is the homogeneity index, DMAX is the
maximum dose, and DPI is the dose at the prescription isodose).
After physician evaluation and acceptance of the proposed solution,
the irradiation procedure can be undertaken. The patient is fixed in the
treatment position using a standard thermoplastic face mask immobilization system that limits the displacement of the head into the range
in which the image-guided robot can correct for involuntary movements during the procedure. In cases of fractionated treatments, once
the session is terminated, the face mask is stored and used again for
subsequent fractions (1, 2, 4).
Treated target volumes varied from 0.1 to 64 mL, and radiation doses
ranging from 11 to 25 Gy were delivered at treatment isodoses of 70 to
90%. Single-session irradiation was used in patients with small tumors, at
a safe distance (⬎3 mm) from the brainstem or optic pathways. In patients
with lesions larger than 8 mL and/or close to important critical structures,
the dose was administered in 2 to 5 daily fractions. Prescription doses
were calculated to be roughly equivalent to 11 to 12 Gy in a single fraction, considering an α/β ratio of 3 for meningiomas (1, 36). We always
tried to reduce the dose absorbed by any portion of the anterior optic
pathways to less than 7 Gy per session. In patients in whom the adjacent
critical structure was impossible to locate, the structure was considered to
be exposed to radiation doses equal to those delivered to the periphery of
the tumor. The location of the point of maximal dose was always checked,
and when it was found to be close to the surface of the tumor where the
critical structure could be located, the plan was modified to move it to a
more safe, central tumor location. Treatment planning for recurrences
after failed radiosurgery was undertaken, taking into account the previous irradiation. Recurrences outside the previous target volume (outfield recurrences) were treated with the same doses as those used in this
series. Tumors displaying failure of growth control inside the previously
irradiated target (in-field recurrences) were treated with a slightly lower
dose (15–20% less than that considered for first-time radiosurgery).
Our follow-up protocol dictates MRI evaluation at 3, 6, 12, 18, and 24
months after treatment, and yearly controls thereafter. The clinical picture and visual field examination (for perioptic lesions) were assessed
every 6 months after irradiation for the first 2 years, and every year
thereafter. Tumor control was considered attained until the appearance of tumor volume increase and/or clinical worsening.

RESULTS
The male-to-female ratio for this series was 56:143. The ages
of the patients ranged from 15 to 83 years (mean, 55.8 years).
Before CyberKnife treatment, 114 patients (57.3%) underwent
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partial microsurgical removal. All patients were either symptomatic and/or harboring growing tumors. Eight patients refused
open surgery and asked for radiosurgery. Eleven recurrences
after failed previous radiosurgery were also treated; 6 patients
displayed unrestrained tumor progression after multiple-arc
LINAC radiosurgery. Two patients had undergone previous
gamma knife radiosurgery elsewhere. Three patients in the
present series who showed tumor progression were re-treated
14, 18, and 30 months after the first CyberKnife radiosurgery.
Regarding tumor location, large tumors frequently involved
more than a single region, and precise anatomic landmarks
were often trespassed. Nevertheless, the principal or initial site
of growth was considered to be the cavernous sinus in 99
tumors; 28 grew from the dura of the posterior fossa, petrous
bone, or clivus; and 29 abutted the anterior optic pathways coming from the dura of the orbit, planum sphenoidale, tuberculum
sellae, or anterior clinoid process. Twenty-two tumors involved
the dural convexity, and 21 involved the falx or tentorium.
Treated target volumes varied from 0.1 to 64 mL (mean, 7.5
mL; median, 6.8 mL), and radiation doses ranging from 11 to 25
Gy (mean, 18.5 Gy) were delivered at the treatment isodose.
Single-session irradiation was used in 49 patients with small
tumors, at a safe distance (⬎3 mm) from the brainstem or optic
pathways. In 150 patients with lesions that were larger than 8 mL
and/or close to important critical structures, the dose was
administered in 2 (32 patients), 3 (76 patients), 4 (18 patients),
and 5 (24 patients) daily fractions (Table 1).
Treatment planning was evaluated by radiobiological indexes,
as described in the previous section. The conformality index
ranged from 1.01 to 1.48 (mean, 1.18), the modified conformality
index ranged from 1.14 to 1.52 (mean, 1.29), and the homogeneity index ranged from 1.18 to 2.01 (mean, 1.35).
Follow-up ranged from 1 to 59 months (mean, 30 months;
median, 30 months). Clinical data are available for 191 patients
(111 patients with follow-up longer than 24 months and 142
patients with follow-up longer than 12 months). We did not
observe any kind of acute treatment-related neurological
complications.
Tumor volume decreased in 36 patients; in most patients,
the observed decrease of volume was in the range of 10 to 25%.
In only 3 patients was there an exceptional (⬎50%) volume
decrease; the most striking case is displayed in Figure 1. Tumor
volume was unchanged in 148 patients and increased in 7

(tumor progression). Three patients underwent repeated radiosurgery, and 4 patients underwent operations. From a clinical
point of view, 154 patients were unchanged. In 34 patients, a
significant improvement in clinical symptoms (proptosis in 4,
headache in 7, visual function in 2, oculomotor function in 10,
and trigeminal pain in 9) was obtained. The onset of improvement appeared from 3 to 18 months after irradiation. In 6
patients, clinical deterioration was observed. Two patients with
a superficial lesion had transient limited hair loss. One patient
with tumor progression displayed new cranial deficits (facial
nerve impairment Grade II and trigeminal dysesthesia). In 2
patients, diplopia worsened (1 with increased tumor volume).
Two patients had visual field reduction (both with increased
tumor volume), and 1 patient had worsened headache (Table
2). In all patients, except in the patient with new cranial nerve
deficits, the worsening of the clinical picture could be related to
direct radiation effects (0.5% complication rate).
Treatment failures seem to be unrelated to the fractionation
scheme (3 progressions in 49 patients treated with single-session
irradiation, and 4 of 150 patients treated with 2–5 fractions) or
to tumor dimensions (3 patients with failed control in tumors
larger than the median, and 4 patients with tumors smaller than
the median tumor volume of the entire series, 6.8 mL).
Time to tumor progression was coded at the time of the first
imaging study that showed tumor volume increase. KaplanMeier evaluation of the progression-free survival (15) demonstrated a 93.56% control rate at the 5-year follow-up point (Fig. 2).

DISCUSSION
Indications for Surgery/Radiosurgery
Although meningiomas have some characteristics that make
them ideal targets for stereotactic radiosurgery (clear-cut, infiltration-free boundaries, ideal visibility on contrast-enhanced
examinations, slow progression that allows time for radiosurgery effect), they were not considered among the possible
indications by the pioneers of the method. At that time, surgery
was considered the only way to deal with these benign tumors,
and complete surgical resection with the associated dural base
was considered the goal in every patient with relevant morbidity.
The first meningioma patient treated by radiosurgery (an
angioblastic meningioma of the cavernous sinus, recurrent after
surgery) was reported by our group in 1985 (6, 7).

TABLE 1. Fractionation distributiona
No. of
fractions

a

No. of
patients

Total dose,
range (Gy)

BED,
α/β ⴝ 2 (Gy)

BED,
α/β ⴝ 3 (Gy)

1

49

11–13

71.5–97.5

51.3–69.3

2

32

14–17

63–89.2

46.6–65.1

3

76

16–20

58.4–86.6

44.2–64

4

18

18–23

58.5–89.1

45–67.8

5

24

19–25

64.1–87.5

49–66.7

BED, biological equivalent dose.
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A

B

FIGURE 1. A 28-year-old woman presented with a postoperative recurrence
of a cavernous sinus meningioma (volume, 36 mL). The patient experienced
diplopia and visual field reduction. Treatment was 20 Gy, conformal plan,
delivered in 5 fractions. A, computed tomographic scans showing treatment

It was after publication of the landmark article by Kondziolka et al. (20) in 1991 that this indication became gradually more popular, and meningiomas now represent one of
the more frequent indications for stereotactic irradiation.
Interest in the use of stereotactic radiosurgery is proven by
a large mass of publications dealing with the different
aspects of this practice, starting with indications and finishing with results that are obtainable. Today, there are excellent articles on long-term experience in dealing with several
hundreds of patients, the vast majority of them treated by
gamma knife groups, but some of them treated by modified
LINACs (10–13, 17, 19–23, 26, 27, 31–33, 40). The most controversial point of this practice, the relative indications for
surgery and radiosurgery, has been the object of a long
debate. Two of the most appreciated grading systems introduced by general neurosurgeons for predicting the extent
of resection and the outcome of surgery strongly supported
the view of as complete a removal as possible, and they
defined, as limitations to this achievement, vessel encasement, cranial nerve involvement, unfavorable imaging, and,
of course, previous radiosurgery (24, 32). Recently, an open
attitude seems to be more prevalent (14).
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plan. Isodose lines: 80% (prescription isodose), orange; 60%, violet; 30%,
light blue. B, magnetic resonance imaging scans 24 months after treatment
showing normal clinical appearance.

Regarding relative indications for microsurgical removal and
radiosurgery and/or possible combination strategies using the
2 treatment modalities, a large number of reports have been
presented. Today, there is a general agreement on a strategy
of complete microsurgical removal when a low probability of
complications exists and a judicious combination of microsurgery and radiosurgery when complete removal would likely
be accompanied by a high rate of complications (18, 25). Good
indications for surgery/radiosurgery have been defined as follows: for minimal lesions (⬍2 cm) that are clinically and radi-

TABLE 2. Clinical evolution after radiosurgery
No. of
patients

Improved

Unchanged

Worsened

Ocular
movements

90

12

76

2

Visual function

65

2

61

2

Exophthalmos

36

4

32

0

Pain

37

16

20

1

Symptoms
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FIGURE 2. Graph showing progression-free survival of the entire series
(199 patients) evaluated using the Kaplan-Meier method.

ologically stable: observation; for small (⬍3 cm) tumors that are
confined to the cavernous sinus and distant from the optic
pathways and brainstem: primary radiosurgery; for large
tumors (⬎3 cm) that are attached to or compressing the optic
pathways: radical surgery or decompresion, followed by radiosurgery; and for larger tumors associated with optic nerve encasement, neural cavernous infiltration, cranial base dural
spreading (Sekhar Grades 4–6), or likely malignancy: surgical
debulking, followed by adjuvant treatments (mainly fractionated radiation therapy) (25, 26).
The introduction of the CyberKnife significantly impacts the
tenets of radiosurgery indications. In the absence of symptomatic compression of the brainstem or optic pathways or acute
mass effect, hypofractionated radiosurgery can safely be applied
to lesions larger than 3 cm in diameter (⬎13.5 mL). In our series,
we treated a group of 63 patients who had lesions of more than
13.5 mL (34 patients), were lacking a safe distance (⬍3 mm)
from the optic pathways (29 patients), or both. In our opinion,
it would have been impossible to treat these patients by means
of our previous single-session, frame-based procedure without
accepting a high risk of complications. With increasing experience, fractionated schemes were extended to tumors close to
critical structures other than the optic pathways (brainstem; cranial nerves; and motor, visual, and language cortex). By use of
2 to 5 fractions, we have treated lesions measuring up to 65 mL
without neurological complications and with a probability of
consistent tumor control that is not significantly different from
that obtainable in small (⬍3 cm) meningiomas. The possibility
of extending the limit on the volume of lesions treatable with
radiosurgery may also simplify the task of the surgeon, who
today must perform a potentially dangerous removal until only
a small remnant is left, but tomorrow may be allowed to leave
tumors of up to 4 to 5 cm to radiosurgery, once efficient debulking and critical structure decompression have been attained.

Tumor Control
Long-lasting tumor control has been the main goal in meningioma radiosurgery since the beginning and, in the absence of
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characteristic imaging modifications, the only way to assess the
success of the treatment. Usually, progression-free survival,
ascertained using the Kaplan-Meier method (15), has been used
to plot the probability of tumor control in relation to time elapsed
since radiosurgery. Recently, Nicolato et al. (28) proposed
induced modifications in functional imaging (single-photon
emission computed tomography with a 111In-labeled somatostatin analog) as a way to ascertain a positive response to treatment, but their interesting suggestions have not been followed
thus far. As the 5- and 10-year progression-free percentage
remains the main index for measuring radiosurgery success,
5-year control in recent literature seems to range from 87 to 98%,
according to different authors (10–13, 17, 19–23, 26, 27, 31–33, 40).
A selection of these outcomes is summarized in Table 3.
Because of the restricted length of our follow-up periods, we
can present only initial short-term results. With meningiomas, a
longer follow-up period would be necessary to definitively
ascertain treatment efficacy. However, the Kaplan-Meier evaluation of our series seems to point to 93% progression-free survival
at the time of the 5-year follow-up evaluation. In these terms, the
progression-free fraction seems to be only slightly inferior to the
best gamma knife series. On the other hand, the CyberKnife has
the obvious advantage of being a less invasive procedure, allowing the same precision as a frame-based technique (1, 2).
Regarding tumor control, 2 factors must be taken into account
to make an objective comparison. First of all, we usually treat
lesions that are larger and closer to clinical structures than those
usually selected for gamma knife treatment. Target volume
seems to be the most important factor for predicting meningioma response to radiosurgery (8, 19). In all of our patients, the
volumes of the targets were evaluated in 3D imaging data sets
(usually contrast-enhanced MRI scans), and measurements were
made on tumors delineated by the automatic method described
previously (9). The automatic method avoids any operator variability and, in our experience, usually measures volumes that are
smaller than those delineated manually. In our series, a relatively large number of patients harbored lesions greater than 10
mL in volume; such lesions are usually not considered good candidates for radiosurgery. DiBiase et al. (8) found 68% progression-free survival in patients with lesions of more than 10 mL,
versus 91% in those with target volumes of less than 10 mL, and
this difference was found to be statistically significant. In contrast, our results seems to be uninfluenced by tumor volume.
The second issue to be taken into account is the fact that a
large fraction (43%) of our patients were treated on a diagnosis
of benign meningioma based only on imaging studies; consequently, histological verification was not available in these
patients. The lack of histological verification may obscure the
results of the procedure. This limitation, however, may only
lead to a bias against radiosurgery, because of the presumption
that all treated tumors were benign and that, on the other hand,
patients harboring more aggressive tumors could not have
been identified and excluded from evaluation. As demonstrated by Flickinger et al. (10), tumor control probability in
imaging-diagnosed patients may be lower than that obtained in
surgically verified benign meningiomas.
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TABLE 3. Summary of recently published series for meningioma radiosurgerya
System

No. of patients

Follow-up (mo)

PFS 5 y

Morbidityb

Roche et al., 2000 (32)

GKS

92

30 median

94%

2%

Nicolato et al., 2002 (27)

GKS

122

48 median

96%

2.5%

Pollock, 2003 (31)

GKS

330

43 mean

94%

8%

Kreil et al., 2005 (22)

GKS

200

94 median

98.5%

4.5%

Malik et al., 2005 (26)

GKS

309

96 median

87%

3%

Hasegawa et al., 2007 (13)

GKS

115

62 median

94%

5.5%

Kollová et al., 2007 (17)

GKS

368

60 median

97.9%

5.7%

Kondziolka et al., 2008 (21)

GKS

972

48 median

97%

7.7%

Villavicencio et al., 2001 (40)

LINAC

56

60 median

95%

9%

Friedman et al., 2005 (11)

Series (ref. no.)

a
b

LINAC

210

Selch et al., 2004 (34)

FSRT

45

Hamm et al., 2008 (12)

FSRT

183

Adler et al., 1999 and 2006 (1, 2)

CKS

27

Current series

CKS

199

39 mean

96%

2.3%

36 median

97.4%

2.1%

36 median

96.9%

3.8%

49 mean
30 median

—
93.5%

1%
0.5%

PFS, progression-free survival; GKS, gamma knife; LINAC, linear accelerator; FSRT, fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy; CKS, CyberKnife.
Radiation-related permanent morbidity.

In 2 reported series of patients treated with fractionated
stereotactic radiotherapy (with standard fractionation and the
use of a relocatable frame), tumor control at 5 years seems to be
slightly higher than that we were able to obtain in our patients
(Table 3) (12, 34). In those series, large tumor volumes of up to
75 mL were treated (12). On the other hand, the frequency of
reported adverse effects in those studies was also higher than
what we observed in our series. At least a part of the complications could be a result of the inferior precision of relocatable
head frames in comparison to that provided by standard head
frames. Accurate positioning is also influenced by sustained,
long-lasting patient cooperation. The correct position is measured at the beginning of each fraction, and there is no online
verification during the treatment session, such as that provided
by CyberKnife continuous image guidance and robot adjustments. Minor target shifts occurring during treatment cannot
be ascertained and corrected.

Optic Tolerance
The reported incidence of radiation-induced optic neuropathy
in routine radiosurgical treatment of meningiomas may vary
between 1.1 and 1.4% when a cutoff exposure dose of 11 Gy/
15 mm3 in adults, and 8 to 9 Gy in children, is adopted (3, 37).
This is confirmed by studies on fractionated radiation therapy
isoeffective doses, given an α/β factor of 2.7 to 3.8 (36).
The introduction of the CyberKnife may represent an
important issue regarding generally accepted indications for
radiosurgery. Cranial tracking, using skeletal anatomy to
position the radiation beam, is as precise as frame-based
approaches and eliminates the need for a head frame (1, 2).
Consequently, it is possible to revert to hypofractionated regimens without deterioration of spatial accuracy and, in our
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experience, without influence on the probability of tumor control. Fractionation has been proposed to decrease the risk of
complications, especially in perioptic lesions, allowing the
treatment of tumors that are in direct contact with optic pathways in patients in whom they are not clearly identifiable in
images used for treatment planning (2). The small number of
fractions possible with the CyberKnife (up to 5) has been
advocated by Shrieve et al. (36) as an effective way to decrease
visual complications in stereotactic radiosurgery of parasellar
meningiomas. They calculated that using equivalent biological doses in a small number of fractions continues to exceed
optic tolerances until at least 25 fractions are applied. In contrast to these data, Adler et al. (1) reported a clinical experience of 49 patients affected by perioptic lesions, 27 of them
being meningiomas. With a mean follow-up period of 4 years
(⬍24 months in 2 patients), 38 patients (78%) remained stable,
8 patients (16%) improved, and 3 patients (6%) worsened, 2 of
them for tumor progression (incidentally, both tumors were
meningiomas). The real rate of treatment-related complications is consequently 2% (1 case). Our results seem to confirm
that hypofractionation can not only decrease the risk of visual
complications, but also improve, in a limited but significant
number of patients, visual function, a result seldom observed
after single-session radiosurgery.

CONCLUSION
In relation to isocentric, single-session LINAC radiosurgery,
which we used until 2003, the use of the CyberKnife expanded
the indications for radiosurgery to include more than 30% of
patients who could not have been treated by our frame-based
procedure. From a clinical point of view, the follow-up period
was too short to definitively evaluate the efficacy of the
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method. However, some conclusions can be drawn. We
observed very few treatment-related complications (only 1 neurological), even in large tumors. Moreover, clinical improvement (pain, ocular movements, and, in a small number of
patients, visual function) seemed to be more frequently
observed. CyberKnife radiosurgery for meningiomas proved to
be effective and safe. The tumor control rate was not significantly different for small and large tumor volumes or singleand multiple-session treatments.

Disclosure
The authors have no personal financial or institutional interest in any of the
drugs, materials, or devices described in this article.
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